
Chicago Conmission on Human Relations 
54 West Hubbard Street 
Chicago 10, Illinois 

Minutes 

Committee on Health 

The Comnittee on Health was called to order on May 13, 1959 at 3:30 by the 
Chairman, Dr • Levine. 

The guest speaker, Dr. Dietrich C. Reitzes, author of a recently published nation
wide study titled Negroes and Medicine, was introduced. The following is a sUDDnary 
of Dr. Reitzes remarks: 

The following remarks will attempt to review the effect of predominantly Negro or 
segregated hospitals upon cormnunity efforts to secure hospital integration. 

In our study in 1956, made in 14 communities across the United States, we decided 
that the best criteria of hospital integration was the degree to which Negro physi
cians have secured staff appointments at predominantly white hospitals. Using this 
criteria, the 14 communities rank in the following order with Gary with the highest 
degree of integration and New Orleans with the lowest: 

Gary 
Brooklyn, New York 
Philadelphia 
Los Angeles 
Indianapolis 
Boston 
Detroit 
St. Louis 
Chicago 
Kansas City 
Washington 
Atlanta 
Nashville 
New Orleans 

Seven factors were found, in various combinations, to effect the degree of integra
tion, either positively or negatively: 

1. Absence or presence of a Negro hospital in the community. 
2. Interest of influential persons and groups. 
3. Contacts between Negro and white physicians. 
4. Action taken by Negro physicians. 
5. How well trained were Negro physicians. 
6. Relationships among Negro physicians. 
7. The community's general pattern of race relations. 
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Five factors appeared to have no relationship to the degree or hospital integration 
in a conmunity: -

1. The availability or scarcity of hospital beds. 
2. The size of the community's population. 
,3. The size of the community's Negro population. 
4. The percentage of the population that was Negro. 
5. The percentage increase of the Negro population since 1950. 

At the time of the study (1956), it is significant that the four communities with 
the highest degree of integration had no Negro hospitals. 

In general, a Negro hospital tends to work against integration for following reasons: 

1. It gives the predominantly white hospitals a good excuse for not 
accepting Negro patients or physicians. 

2. It gives Negro physicians a place to take patients and thus takes 
the pressure off them to seek appointments at predominantly 
white hospitals • 

.3. It allows for self-segregation of Negro and white physicians and 
sometimes thwarts professional contacts across racial lines that 
lead to appointments. 

There was found, during the study, one important exception to the preceeding 
generalizations. In St. Louis, a. Negro hospital had the effect of promoting inte
gration. A prominent and powerful white physician in St. Louis became interested 
in the hospital and as a result of his efforts as intermediary, he promoted pro
fessional contacts that led to appointments of Negro physicians to staff of predomi
nantly white hospitals. 

The forgoing points relate to the proposed South Side Branch of Cook County Hospital 
in that there is a distinct possibility that it may become a predominantly Negro 
hospital and have some of the effects upon efforts toward integration that have been 
described. 

The important question appears to be, how would those in control of a Branch handle 
its administration. The effect of the hospital could be positive or negative. It 
might become a place where professional contacts between Negr-o and white physicians 
would lead to appointments elsewhere. It might become a "dumping ground" for Negro 
patients. It might promote self segregation of physicians. 

Above all, Chica.go badly needs professional contacts across racial lines to promote 
integrated hospital staffs. A South Side Branch could promote or limit further 
these contacts. The effect it will have will probably be a result of the adminis
trative policy established by those in power. 

Dr. Abrams suggested that, as a teaching institution, a South Side Branch had the 
special potentiality of becoming a focal point for integration if it had an inte
grated staff. 

Dr. Levine asked why the present Cook County Hospital hadn't had the effect of 
promoting integration or staffs through professional contacts. Dr. Reitzes replied 
that, la.eking in Chicago, unlike St. Louis, was a powerful medical figure promoting 
tha pro.gram. 
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There followed considerable discussion of the availability of staff appointments to 
Negro physicians at Cook County Hospital. Several members indicated that a special 
point system that accompanied the civil service test had the effect of making it 
especially difficult for Negro physicians to secure these appointments.. 

Dr. Reitzes, when questioned further concerning the South Side Branch, stated th~t 
if a powerful medical personage should, in connection with the B~anch, attempt to 
foster professional contacts and appointments, that it might serve to foster inte
gration. However, additional determining factors would be the manner of staffing> 
control and administration. The Branch would be manipulated to promote integratiO!l 
or segregation. Also significant \«<>uld be the character of the patient load. 
Would short run medical needs force it to become an all Negro hospital and establish 
a pattern for the future that economic demand might not justify? 

Mr. McKnight asked whether the South Side Branch could be expected to promote inte
gration anymore than the present facility. Mr. Ropchan answered that from the 
viewpoint of ACCESS, the Branch would have to be related to the present facility 
but that ACCESS had not defined these details of their proposal. However, a Branch 
would be a new facility without previous established patterns and this would, with
out doubt, be an improvement. Further, it would seem inconceivable, in view of 
current trends, that the wishes of Chicago's Negro population would be disregarded 
in establishing a South Side Branch. 

Dr. Abrams said that the basic thought behind the Branch proposals was the medical 
need for public beds in an accessible location. The South Side is the logical area 
in terms of need. Race has entered and complicated the issue. However, the Branch 
could have a very good effect on integration if it had a high quality medical 
director and first class facilities. 

Dr. Levine indicated that very few people oppose decentralization but that the basic 
question for the Committee is to examine whether a Branch would extend the undesira
ble human relations aspects of the present facility. 

Mr. Ieng stated that the Committee's approach sounded too negative or toQ perfection
ist. The practical problems presist. The fundamental problem is medical need for 
service. We should work to solve the basic problem and then hope to have the more 
idealistic details added. We must have progress. 

Dr. Levine repeated that the Conmittee•s concern is with human relations and health 
and how the Branch would effect Chicago's human relations patterns. 

Mr. Ieng replied that racial considerations should not be used to resist the Branch 
but should be worked into the plan for the Branch. 

Mr. McKnight asked Mr. Ropchan whether, in view of Dr. Reitzes• statement about the 
potential "integrative" or "segregative" effects of a Branch, ACCESS had developed 
any proposals to insure the "integrative" use of the Branch. Mr. Ropchan replied that 
ACCF.SS and the Welfare Council had shown concern over this matter and agreed to send 
copies of pertinent material to the Committee for distribution. (copy enclosed) 

Dr. Levine stated that before the next meeting, each Comnittee member would receive 
a draft statement on the issue for their comments. 

The meeting was adjouned at 4:50 p.m. 
John McKnight, Secretary 
Health Committee 
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